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(54) Fuel injection assembly for use in turbine engines and method of assembling same

(57) A tube assembly (202) is provided. The tube as-
sembly includes a housing (240) having a fuel plenum
(302) and a cooling fluid plenum (304) defined therein,
the cooling fluid plenum downstream from the fuel ple-
num and separated therefrom by an intermediate wall
(306), a plurality of tubes (204) extending through the
housing, each of the plurality of tubes in flow communi-

cation with the fluid supply chamber and a combustion
chamber (234) downstream from the tube assembly, and
an aft plate (236) at a downstream end of the cooling
fluid plenum, the aft plate comprising at least one aper-
ture (316) defined therethrough to facilitate mixing fluids
from the cooling fluid plenum and the plurality of tubes
and at least one of cooling and maintaining a temperature
of the aft plate.
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Description

[0001] The subject matter disclosed herein generally
relates to turbine engines and, more particularly, to a fuel
injection assembly for use in turbine engines.
[0002] At least some known turbine engines are used
in cogeneration facilities and power plants. Such engines
may have high specific work and power per unit mass
flow requirements. To increase the operating efficiency,
at least some known turbine engines, such as gas turbine
engines, may operate with increased combustion tem-
peratures. Generally, in at least some known gas turbine
engines, engine efficiency increases as combustion gas
temperatures increase.
[0003] However, operating known turbine engines with
higher temperatures may also increase the generation
of polluting emissions, such as oxides of nitrogen (NOX).
In an attempt to reduce the generation of such emissions,
at least some known turbine engines include improved
combustion system designs. For example, many com-
bustion systems may use premixing technology that in-
cludes tube assemblies or micro-mixers that facilitate
mixing substances, such as diluents, gases, and/or air
with fuel to generate a fuel mixture for combustion.
Premixing technology may also allow hydrogen doping.
In a hydrogen doping process, hydrogen gas (H2) is
mixed with fuel, prior to the fuel mixture being channeled
to fuel nozzles. Hydrogen doping has been shown to re-
duce emission levels and helps reduce the likelihood of
combustor lean blow out (LBO). However, the use of hy-
drogen doping may be limited.
[0004] In at least some known combustion systems, a
downstream end and/or aft plate of a fuel injection as-
sembly is exposed to a combustion chamber. Combus-
tion of the fuel mixture in the combustion chamber may
impart thermal strains on the downstream end and/or aft
plate of the fuel injection assembly. Further, conduits
and/or tubes within the fuel injection assembly used with
hydrogen doping are also exposed to high temperatures.
Over time, continued exposure to the high temperatures
and thermal  strains may damage and/or decrease the
longevity of one or more components of the fuel injection
assembly.
[0005] In one aspect, a fuel injection assembly for use
in a turbine engine is provided. The fuel injection assem-
bly includes an end cover, an endcap assembly down-
stream from the end cover, a fluid supply chamber ex-
tending from the end cover to the endcap assembly, and
a plurality of tube assemblies positioned at the endcap
assembly. Each of the plurality of tube assemblies in-
cludes a housing having a fuel plenum and a cooling fluid
plenum defined therein, the cooling fluid plenum down-
stream from the fuel plenum and separated therefrom by
an intermediate wall, a plurality of tubes extending
through the housing, each of the plurality of tubes in flow
communication with the fluid supply chamber and a com-
bustion chamber downstream from the tube assembly,
and an aft plate at a downstream end of the cooling fluid

plenum, the aft plate including at least one aperture de-
fined therethrough to facilitate mixing fluids from the cool-
ing fluid plenum and the plurality of tubes and at least
one of cooling and maintaining a temperature of the aft
plate. The fuel injection assembly further includes at least
one fuel delivery pipe coupled to at least one of the plu-
rality of tube assemblies for supplying fuel to the fuel
plenum.
[0006] In another aspect, a combustor assembly for
use with a turbine engine is provided. The combustor
assembly includes a combustion chamber, and a fuel
injection assembly positioned with said combustion
chamber. The fuel injection assembly includes an end
cover, an endcap assembly downstream from the end
cover, a fluid supply chamber extending from the end
cover to the endcap assembly, and a plurality of tube
assemblies positioned at the endcap assembly. Each of
the plurality of tube assemblies includes a housing having
a fuel plenum and a cooling fluid plenum defined therein,
the cooling fluid plenum downstream from the fuel ple-
num and separated therefrom by an intermediate wall, a
plurality of tubes extending through the housing, each of
the plurality of tubes in flow communication with the fluid
supply chamber and a combustion chamber downstream
from the tube assembly, and an aft plate at a downstream
end of the cooling fluid plenum, the aft plate including at
least one aperture defined therethrough to facilitate mix-
ing fluids from the cooling  fluid plenum and the plurality
of tubes and at least one of cooling and maintaining a
temperature of the aft plate. The fuel injection assembly
further includes at least one fuel delivery pipe coupled to
at least one of the plurality of tube assemblies for sup-
plying fuel to the fuel plenum.
[0007] In yet another aspect, a method for assembling
a fuel injection assembly for use with a turbine engine is
provided. The method includes providing an end cover
and an endcap assembly downstream from the end cov-
er, a fluid supply chamber extending between the end
cover and the endcap assembly. The method further in-
cludes coupling a plurality of tube assemblies at the end-
cap assembly, wherein each of the plurality of tube as-
semblies includes a housing having a fuel plenum and a
cooling fluid plenum defined therein, the cooling fluid ple-
num downstream from the fuel plenum and separated
therefrom by an intermediate wall, a plurality of tubes
extending through the housing, each of the plurality of
tubes in flow communication with the fluid supply cham-
ber and a combustion chamber downstream from the
tube assembly, and an aft plate at a downstream end of
the cooling fluid plenum, the aft plate including at least
one aperture defined therethrough to facilitate mixing flu-
ids from the cooling fluid plenum and the plurality of tubes
and at least one of cooling and maintaining a temperature
of the aft plate. The method further includes coupling at
least one fuel delivery pipe to at least one of the plurality
of tube assemblies to deliver fuel to the fuel plenum.

Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an ex-
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emplary turbine engine.

Fig. 2 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a portion
of an exemplary fuel injection assembly used with
the turbine engine shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional view
of a portion of an exemplary tube assembly that may
be used with the fuel injection assembly shown in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a portion
of an alternative tube assembly that may be used
with the fuel injection assembly shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 5 is a plan view of a portion of an exemplary
tube assembly that may be used with the fuel injec-
tion assembly shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional view
of a portion of an exemplary tube that may be used
with the tube assembly shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the tube shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a portion
of an alternative tube that may be used with the tube
assembly shown in Fig. 3.

[0008] The methods and systems described herein fa-
cilitate cooling one or more components in a fuel injection
assembly. The fuel injection assembly includes a tube
assembly that includes a housing having a fuel plenum
and a cooling fluid plenum defined therein. An aft plate
is positioned at a downstream end of the cooling fluid
plenum and includes at least one aperture defined there-
in. A plurality of tubes extend through the housing. The
cooling fluid plenum and the aft plate apertures enable
cooling of the aft plate and/or the tubes in the fuel injection
assembly, thus reducing thermal loading on the aft plate
and the tubes, facilitating the prevention of damage, and
increasing the longevity of the fuel injection assembly. In
addition, swirl vanes or fins at outer walls of tube outlets
enable secondary mixing of cooling fluid and fuel, reduc-
ing NOX emissions.
[0009] Fig. 1 is a schematic cross-sectional view of an
exemplary turbine engine 100. More specifically, turbine
engine 100 is a gas turbine engine. While the exemplary
embodiment includes a gas turbine engine, the present
invention is not limited to any one particular engine, and
one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the cur-
rent invention may be used in connection with other tur-
bine engines.
[0010] In the exemplary embodiment, turbine engine
100 includes an intake section 112, a compressor section
114 coupled downstream from intake section 112, a com-
bustor section 116 coupled downstream from compres-
sor section 114, a turbine section 118 coupled down-

stream from combustor section 116, and an exhaust sec-
tion 120. Turbine section 118 is coupled to compressor
section 114 via a rotor shaft 122. In the  exemplary em-
bodiment, combustor section 116 includes a plurality of
combustors 124. Combustor section 116 is coupled to
compressor section 114 such that each combustor 124
is in flow communication with compressor section 114.
A fuel injection assembly 126 is coupled within each com-
bustor 124. Turbine section 118 is coupled to compressor
section 114 and to a load 128 such as, but not limited to,
an electrical generator and/or a mechanical drive appli-
cation. In the exemplary embodiment, each compressor
section 114 and turbine section 118 includes at least one
rotor disk assembly 130 that is coupled to a rotor shaft
122 to form a rotor assembly 132.
[0011] During operation, intake section 112 channels
air towards compressor section 114 wherein the air is
compressed to a higher pressure and temperature prior
to being discharged towards combustor section 116. The
compressed air is mixed with fuel and other fluids that
are provided by each fuel injection assembly 126 and
ignited to generate combustion gases that are channeled
towards turbine section 118. More specifically, each fuel
injection assembly 126 injects fuel, such as natural gas
and/or fuel oil, air, diluents, and/or inert gases, such as
Nitrogen gas (N2), into respective combustors 124, and
into the air flow. The fuel mixture is ignited to generate
high temperature combustion gases that are channeled
towards turbine section 118. Turbine section 118 con-
verts the thermal energy from the gas stream to mechan-
ical rotational energy, as the combustion gases impart
rotational energy to turbine section 118 and to rotor as-
sembly 132. Because fuel injection assembly 126 injects
the fuel with air, diluents, and/or inert gases, NOx emis-
sions may be reduced within each combustor 124.
[0012] Fig. 2 is a cross-sectional view of a portion of
fuel injection assembly 126 and taken along area 2
(shown in Fig. 1). In the exemplary embodiment, fuel in-
jection assembly 126 extends from an end cover 140 of
combustor 124 (shown in Fig. 1). An endcap assembly
150 is downstream from end cover 140 and includes an
upstream portion 156 and a downstream portion 158. In
the exemplary embodiment, endcap assembly 150 in-
cludes an end plate 160, and a plurality of tube assem-
blies 202 are coupled to end plate 160. Alternatively, in
some embodiments, endcap assembly 150 does not  in-
clude an end plate 160, and each tube assembly 202 is
coupled to an adjacent tube assembly 202. In the exem-
plary embodiment, tube assemblies 202 are generally
cylindrical. Alternatively, tube assemblies 202 may have
any other shape and/or size that enables fuel injection
assembly 126 and/or turbine engine 100 to function as
described herein.
[0013] In the exemplary embodiment, tube assemblies
202 are fuel injection nozzles that extend substantially
axially to end plate 160. Each tube assembly 202 includes
a plurality of tubes 204 and has a longitudinal axis 205.
Tube assemblies 202 are formed integrally with end plate
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160 in the exemplary embodiment. Alternatively, each
tube assembly 202 may be coupled to adjacent tube as-
semblies 202. In the exemplary embodiment, each tube
204 discharges a mixture of fuel, air, and other fluids
through a passage (not shown in Fig. 2) defined within
each tube 204.
[0014] In the exemplary embodiment, fuel injection as-
sembly 126 may include three tube assemblies 202, as
shown in Fig. 2. Alternatively, fuel injection assembly 126
includes any number of tube assemblies 202 that enable
fuel injection assembly 126 to function as described here-
in. A fuel delivery pipe 208 includes a first end portion
221 that is coupled to tube assembly 202, and a second
end portion 223 that is coupled to a fuel source (not
shown). In the exemplary embodiment, fuel delivery pipe
208 is generally cylindrical. Alternatively, fuel delivery
pipe 208 may have any other shape and/or size that en-
ables fuel injection assembly 126 and/or turbine engine
100 to function as described herein.
[0015] Tube assemblies 202 extend through a fluid
supply chamber 232 that supplies a fluid to each tube
assembly 202. In the exemplary embodiment, fluid sup-
ply chamber 232 supplies air to tube assembly 202. Al-
ternatively, fluid supply chamber 232 may supply any flu-
id to tubes 204 that enables tube assembly 202 to func-
tion as described herein. Fuel is injected into tubes 204
and is mixed with the air in tubes 204. The fuel/air mixture
exits tubes 204 at downstream portion 158 and is com-
busted in a combustion chamber 234. At downstream
portion 158, tube assemblies 202 each include an aft
plate 236, as is described in more detail below.
[0016] Fig. 3 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional
view of a portion of tube assembly 202 taken along area
3 (shown in Fig. 2). In the exemplary embodiment, each
tube assembly 202 includes a housing 240. Housing 240
includes a sidewall 242 that extends between a forward
endwall 244 and aft plate 236. Aft plate 236 is oriented
between forward endwall 244 and combustion chamber
234. In the exemplary embodiment, aft plate 236 forms
a portion of end plate 160 (shown in Fig. 2). Alternatively,
in embodiments that do not include end plate 160, each
tube assembly 202 includes a separate aft plate 236 at
endcap assembly 150. Sidewall 242 includes a radially
outer surface 250 and a radially inner surface 252. Ra-
dially inner surface 252 defines a substantially cylindrical
cavity 260 that extends along longitudinal axis 205 and
between forward endwall 244 and aft plate 236.
[0017] Tube assembly 202 includes a fuel plenum 302
and a cooling fluid plenum 304 that is downstream from
fuel plenum 302. Fuel plenum 302 and cooling fluid ple-
num 304 are separated by an intermediate wall 306.
Tubes 204 extend through fuel plenum 302 and cooling
fluid plenum 304 to aft plate 236.
[0018] For clarity, in the exemplary embodiment, only
two tubes 204 are shown. However, tube assembly 202
may include any number of tubes 204 that enables tube
assembly 202 to function as described herein. Moreover,
in the exemplary embodiment, tubes 204 are generally

have a circular cross-section. Alternatively, tubes 204
may have any other shape and/or size that enables tube
assembly 202 to function as described herein.
[0019] In operation, fuel flows into fuel plenum 302
from fuel delivery pipe 208. Fuel inlet apertures 310 de-
fined in tubes 204 enable fuel from fuel plenum 302 to
mix with air in tubes 204. In the exemplary embodiment,
cooling fluid plenum 304 is an air plenum and the cooling
fluid is air. Cooling fluid plenum 304 includes a plurality
of cooling fluid inlets 312 defined in sidewall 242 that are
in fluid communication with fluid supply chamber 232,
such that air discharged from inlets 312 enters cooling
fluid plenum 304. The air in cooling fluid plenum 304 fa-
cilitates cooling aft plate 236 and a tube outlet into com-
bustion chamber 234. Alternatively, cooling fluid plenum
304  may supply any fluid to tubes 204 that enables tube
assembly 202 to function as described herein. More spe-
cifically, aft plate includes an interior surface 314 and
exterior surface 315. Exterior surface 315 at least par-
tially defines combustion chamber 234. Air discharged
from inlets 312 into cooling fluid plenum 304 impinges
against an interior surface 314 of aft plate 236. In the
exemplary embodiment, a plurality of effusion holes 316
are defined in aft plate 236. More specifically, in the ex-
emplary embodiment, effusion holes 316 are each ori-
ented to discharge air in a direction substantially orthog-
onal to plate interior surface 314 and substantially parallel
to longitudinal axis 205. Alternatively, effusion holes 316
may have any orientation that enables tube assembly
202 to function as described herein. Air flows from cooling
fluid plenum 304 through effusion holes 316 to combus-
tion chamber 234, to facilitate additional cooling of aft
plate 236.
[0020] In the exemplary embodiment, tube assembly
202 includes an impingement plate 330 upstream from
aft plate 236. Impingement plate 330 is positioned within
cooling fluid plenum 304. A plurality of impingement holes
332 extend through impingement plate 330. Cooling fluid
discharged from cooling fluid plenum 304 flows through
impingement holes 332 to form jets of cooling fluid that
impinge against aft plate 236. The cooling fluid jets facil-
itate cooling aft plate 236. In the exemplary embodiment,
impingement holes 332 are each oriented to discharge
air in a direction substantially orthogonal to an impinge-
ment plate surface 334 and substantially parallel to lon-
gitudinal axis 205. Alternatively, impingement holes 332
may have any orientation that enables tube assembly
202 to function as described herein.
[0021] Fig. 4 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a
portion of an alternative tube assembly 402 that may be
used with fuel injection assembly 126 (shown in Fig. 2).
Unless otherwise specified, tube assembly 402 is sub-
stantially similar to tube assembly 202 (shown in Fig. 3),
and similar components are labeled in Fig. 4 with the
same reference numerals used in Fig. 3. Tube assembly
402 includes a cooling fluid supply conduit 404 in com-
munication with cooling fluid plenum 304. Cooling fluid
is supplied to cooling fluid plenum 304 through cooling
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fluid supply conduit 404 from a cooling fluid source (not
shown). In the exemplary embodiment, cooling fluid sup-
ply  conduit 404 supplies nitrogen gas to cooling fluid
plenum 304. Alternatively, cooling fluid supply conduit
404 may supply any fluid to cooling fluid plenum 304 that
enables tube assembly 402 to function as described
herein.
[0022] Similar to tube assembly 202, tube assembly
402 includes an impingement plate 430 having a plurality
of impingement holes 432 extending therethrough. In the
exemplary embodiment, impingement holes 432 are ori-
ented substantially orthogonally with respect to a surface
434 of impingement plate 430 and longitudinal axis 205.
Alternatively, impingement holes 432 may have any ori-
entation that enables tube assembly 402 to function as
described herein.
[0023] Fig. 5 is a plan view of a portion of an exemplary
tube assembly 500 that may be used with the fuel injec-
tion assembly shown in Fig. 2. Tube assembly 500 in-
cludes a plurality of tubes 502, similar to tubes 204
(shown in Fig. 3). In the exemplary embodiment, each
tube 502 includes an outlet 506 at aft plate 236 (shown
in Fig. 3). Each tube 502 has an inner diameter, ID, and
an outer diameter, OD. In the embodiment shown in Fig.
5, four slots 510 are arranged circumferentially around
each outlet 506. Slots 510 are formed outside outer di-
ameter OD of each tube 502. Alternatively, any number
of slots 510 may be arranged around each outlet 506.
For example, in the embodiment shown in Figs. 6 and 7
(described below), one continuous slot circumscribes a
tube outlet.
[0024] Slots 510 provide fluid communication between
cooling fluid plenum 304 and combustion chamber 234
(both shown in Fig. 3). Accordingly, slots 510 facilitate
cooling aft plate 236 and tube outlets 506. Slots 510 also
facilitate mixing cooling fluid from cooling fluid plenum
304 with the fuel/air mixture from tubes 502, which may
reduce NOx emissions.
[0025] Fig. 6 is an enlarged schematic cross-sectional
view of a portion of tube 204 taken along area 6 (shown
in Fig. 3). In the exemplary embodiment, tube 204 in-
cludes an inner wall 602, an outer wall 604, and an outlet
606 through which the fuel/air mixture is discharged from
tube 204 and into combustion chamber 234. Outlet 606
is substantially flush with exterior surface 315 of aft plate
236. Similar to tube 500  (shown in Fig. 5), tube 204
includes has an inner diameter, ID, and an outer diame-
ter, OD.
[0026] A cooling fluid passage 610 is defined in tube
outer wall 604 and circumscribes tube 204. Cooling fluid
passage 610 is defined by a ledge 612 and a passage
wall 614. Moreover, at aft plate 236, cooling fluid passage
610 is defined between passage wall 614 and a wall 616
of aft plate 236. In the exemplary embodiment, cooling
fluid passage 610 is substantially annular with any con-
figuration that enables tube 204 to function as described
herein. Cooling fluid passage 610 provides fluid commu-
nication between cooling fluid plenum 304 and combus-

tion chamber 234 to facilitate cooling aft plate 236 and
tube outlet 606 and to facilitate mixing of cooling fluid
from cooling fluid passage 610 and the fuel/air mixture
from tube 204, which may reduce NOx emissions.
[0027] Fig. 7 is a plan view of tube 204 shown in Fig.
6. As shown in Fig. 7, in the exemplary embodiment,
cooling fluid passage 610 includes a plurality of vanes
700 that extend from passage wall 614 to aft plate wall
616. Accordingly, in the exemplary embodiment, vanes
700 are positioned within outer diameter OD of tube 204.
Alternatively, cooling fluid passage 610 and vanes 700
may be positioned outside outer diameter OD of tube
204. For example, slots 510 (shown in Fig. 5) may include
vanes therein. In the exemplary embodiment, twelve
vanes 700 are illustrated. Alternatively, cooling fluid pas-
sage 610 may include any number of vanes 700 that
enable tube assembly 202 to function as described here-
in. In the exemplary embodiment, vanes 700 are all ori-
ented obliquely with respect to passage wall 614 and aft
plate wall 616. Alternatively, vanes 700 may have any
shape and/or orientation that enables tube assembly 202
to function as described herein. For example, in one em-
bodiment, at least some vanes 700 may be oriented dif-
ferently than the remaining vanes. Further, in some em-
bodiments, vanes 700 may have an angled shape or a
helical shape.
[0028] In the exemplary embodiment, vanes 700 are
manufactured by modifying outer wall 604 of tube 204 or
aft plate wall 616. Alternatively, vanes 700 are coupled
to passage  wall 614 and/or aft plate wall 616 using any
suitable coupling method. Moreover, in one embodiment,
vanes 700 may also be formed integrally with passage
wall 614 and/or aft plate wall 616. In operation, cooling
fluid from cooling fluid plenum 304 flows through cooling
fluid passage 610 into combustion chamber 234. Vanes
700 induce a swirling pattern in cooling fluid at outlet 606
that facilitates cooling tube 204 and aft plate 236 and
mixing cooling fluid from cooling fluid passage 610 and
the fuel/air mixture from tube 204, which may reduce NOx
emissions.
[0029] Fig. 8 is a schematic cross-sectional view of a
portion of an alternative tube 800 that may be used with
tube assembly 202 (shown in Fig. 3). Unless otherwise
specified, tube 800 is substantially similar to tube 204
(shown in Figs. 6 and 7), and similar components are
labeled in Fig. 8 with the same reference numerals used
in Fig. 6. In the embodiment shown in Fig. 8, an outlet
806 of tube 800 extends outward a distance beyond ex-
terior surface 315 of aft plate 236. The extension of tube
800 beyond exterior surface 315 and with cooling fluid
passage 610 facilitates reducing a temperature of aft
plate 236 and tube 204 and reducing NOx.
[0030] As compared to known fuel injection and cooling
systems that are used with turbine engines, the above-
described fuel injection assembly may be used with tur-
bine engines to facilitate enhanced cooling of compo-
nents of the fuel injection assembly. The fuel injection
assembly includes at least one tube assembly that in-
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cludes a fuel plenum and a cooling fluid plenum that is
downstream from the fuel plenum. The tube assembly
also includes an aft plate at a downstream end of the
cooling fluid plenum. At least one aperture defined in the
aft plate enables a cooling fluid to be channeled there-
through from the cooling fluid plenum to facilitate cooling
the aft plate and/or tubes within the tube assembly. In
addition, swirl vanes or fins at tube outlets enable sec-
ondary mixing of cooling fluid and fuel, reducing NOX
emissions.
[0031] Exemplary embodiments of a fuel injection as-
sembly and method of assembling the same are de-
scribed above in detail. The fuel injection assembly is not
limited to the specific embodiments described herein, but
rather, components of the fuel injection assembly and/or
steps of the injection assembly may be utilized independ-
ently and  separately from other components and/or
steps described herein. For example, the fuel injection
assembly may also be used in combination with other
machines and methods, and is not limited to practice with
only a turbine engine as described herein. Rather, the
exemplary embodiment can be implemented and utilized
in connection with many other systems.
[0032] Although specific features of various embodi-
ments of the invention may be shown in some drawings
and not in others, this is for convenience only. In accord-
ance with the principles of the invention, any feature of
a drawing may be referenced and/or claimed in combi-
nation with any feature of any other drawing.
[0033] This written description uses examples to dis-
close the invention, including the best mode, and also to
enable any person skilled in the art to practice the inven-
tion, including making and using any devices or systems
and performing any incorporated methods. The patent-
able scope of the invention is defined by the claims, and
may include other examples that occur to those skilled
in the art. Such other examples are intended to be within
the scope of the claims if they have structural elements
that do not differ from the literal language of the claims,
or if they include equivalent structural elements with in-
substantial differences from the literal language of the
claims.
[0034] Various aspects and embodiments of the
present invention are defined by the following numbered
clauses:

1. A fuel injection assembly for use in a turbine en-
gine, said fuel injection assembly comprising:

an end cover;
an endcap assembly downstream from said end
cover;
a fluid supply chamber extending from said end
cover to said endcap assembly;
a plurality of tube assemblies positioned at said
endcap assembly, each of said plurality of tube
assemblies comprising:

a housing having a fuel plenum and a cool-
ing fluid plenum defined therein, said cool-
ing fluid plenum downstream from said fuel
plenum and separated therefrom by an in-
termediate wall;
a plurality of tubes extending through said
housing, each of said plurality of tubes in
flow communication with said fluid supply
chamber and a combustion chamber down-
stream from said tube assembly; and
an aft plate at a downstream end of said
cooling fluid plenum, said aft plate compris-
ing at least one aperture defined there-
through to facilitate mixing fluids from said
cooling fluid plenum and said plurality of
tubes and at least one of cooling and main-
taining a temperature of said aft plate; and

at least one fuel delivery pipe coupled to at least
one of said plurality of tube assemblies for sup-
plying fuel to said fuel plenum.

2. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with
Clause 1, wherein at least one inlet is defined in a
sidewall of said housing, said at least one inlet pro-
viding flow communication between said fluid supply
chamber and said cooling fluid plenum.

3. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein each of said plurality of
tube assemblies further comprises an impingement
plate positioned within said cooling fluid plenum and
comprising a plurality of impingement holes defined
therein.

4. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein said endcap assembly
comprises an end plate, and wherein said aft plate
forms a portion of said end plate.

5. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein each of said plurality of
tubes comprises an outlet defined in said aft plate,
said at least one aperture comprises a cooling fluid
passage adjacent said outlet to facilitate at least one
of cooling and maintaining a temperature of said out-
let.

6. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein a plurality of vanes ex-
tend through said cooling fluid passage between an
outer wall of  said tube and a wall of said aft plate,
wherein each of said plurality of vanes has at least
one of an angled and a helical shape.

7. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein said fuel injection assem-
bly further comprises a cooling fluid supply conduit
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configured to channel cooling fluid into said cooling
fluid plenum.

8. A fuel injection assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause wherein each of said plurality of
tubes comprises at least one inlet providing flow
communication between said tube and said fuel ple-
num.

9. A combustor assembly for use with a turbine en-
gine, said combustor assembly comprising:

a combustion chamber; and
a fuel injection assembly positioned with said
combustion chamber, said fuel injection assem-
bly comprising:

an end cover;
an endcap assembly downstream from said
end cover;
a fluid supply chamber extending from said
end cover to said endcap assembly;
a plurality of tube assemblies positioned at
said endcap assembly, each of said plurality
of tube assemblies comprising:

a housing having a fuel plenum and a
cooling fluid plenum defined therein,
said cooling fluid plenum downstream
from said fuel plenum and separated
therefrom by an intermediate wall;
a plurality of tubes extending through
said housing, each of said plurality of
tubes in flow communication with said
fluid supply chamber and a combustion
chamber downstream from said tube
assembly; and
an aft plate at a downstream end of said
cooling fluid plenum, said aft plate com-
prising at least one aperture defined
therethrough to facilitate mixing fluids
from said cooling fluid plenum and said
plurality of tubes and at least one of
cooling and maintaining a temperature
of said aft plate; and

at least one fuel delivery pipe coupled to at least
one of said plurality of tube assemblies for sup-
plying fuel to said fuel plenum.

10. A combustor assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein at least one inlet is de-
fined in a sidewall of said housing, said at least one
inlet providing flow communication between said flu-
id supply chamber and said cooling fluid plenum.

11. A combustor assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause further comprising an impinge-

ment plate positioned within said cooling fluid ple-
num and comprising a plurality of impingement holes
defined therein.

12. A combustor assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein said aft plate forms a por-
tion of an end plate that couples said plurality of tube
assemblies to one another.

13. A combustor assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein each of said plurality of
tubes comprises an outlet defined in said aft plate,
said at least one aperture comprises a cooling fluid
passage adjacent said outlet to facilitate at least one
of cooling and maintaining a temperature of said out-
let.

14. A combustor assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein a plurality of vanes ex-
tend through said cooling fluid passage between an
outer wall of said tube and a wall of said aft plate,
wherein each of said plurality of vanes has at least
one of an angled and a helical shape.

15. A combustor assembly in accordance with any
preceding Clause, wherein said outlet extends out-
ward a distance beyond said plate.

16. A method for assembling a fuel injection assem-
bly for use with a turbine engine, said method com-
prising:

providing an end cover and an endcap assembly
downstream from the end cover, a fluid supply
chamber extending between the end cover and
the endcap assembly;
coupling a plurality of tube assemblies at the
endcap assembly, wherein each of the plurality
of tube assemblies includes a housing having a
fuel plenum and a cooling fluid plenum defined
therein, the cooling fluid plenum downstream
from the fuel plenum and separated therefrom
by an intermediate wall, a plurality of tubes ex-
tending through the housing, each of the plurality
of tubes in flow communication with the fluid sup-
ply chamber and a combustion chamber down-
stream from the tube assembly, and an aft plate
at a downstream end of the cooling fluid plenum,
the aft plate including at least one aperture de-
fined therethrough to facilitate mixing fluids from
the cooling fluid plenum and the plurality of tubes
and at least one of cooling and maintaining a
temperature of the aft plate; and
coupling at least one fuel delivery pipe to at least
one of the plurality of tube assemblies to deliver
fuel to the fuel plenum.

17. A method in accordance with any preceding
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Clause, wherein coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies comprises coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies wherein at least one inlet is defined in a sidewall
of the housing, the at least one inlet providing flow
communication between the fluid supply chamber
and the cooling fluid plenum.

18. A method in accordance with any preceding
Clause, wherein coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies comprises coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies that each include an impingement plate within
the cooling fluid plenum and including a plurality of
impingement holes defined therein.

19. A method in accordance with any preceding
Clause, wherein coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies comprises coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies wherein each of the plurality of tubes includes
an outlet defined in the aft plate, the at least one
aperture includes a cooling fluid passage adjacent
the outlet to facilitate at least one of cooling and main-
taining a temperature of the outlet.

20. A method in accordance with any preceding
Clause, wherein coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies comprises coupling a plurality of tube assem-
blies wherein each of the plurality of tubes further
includes a plurality of vanes extending through the
cooling fluid passage between an outer wall of the
tube and a wall of the aft plate, wherein each of the
plurality of vanes has at least one of an angled and
a helical shape.

Claims

1. A fuel injection assembly (126) for use in a turbine
engine (100), said fuel injection assembly compris-
ing:

an end cover (140);
an endcap assembly (150) downstream from
said end cover;
a fluid supply chamber (232) extending from said
end cover to said endcap assembly;
a plurality of tube assemblies (202) positioned
at said endcap assembly, each of said plurality
of tube assemblies comprising:

a housing (240) having a fuel plenum (302)
and a cooling fluid plenum (304) defined
therein, said cooling fluid plenum down-
stream from said fuel plenum and separated
therefrom by an intermediate wall (306);
a plurality of tubes (204) extending through
said housing, each of said plurality of tubes
in flow communication with said fluid supply
chamber and a combustion chamber (234)

downstream from said tube assembly; and
an aft plate (236) at a downstream end of
said cooling fluid plenum, said aft plate com-
prising at least one aperture (316) defined
therethrough to facilitate mixing fluids from
said cooling fluid plenum and said plurality
of tubes and at least one of cooling and
maintaining a temperature of said aft plate;
and

at least one fuel delivery pipe (208) coupled to
at least one of said plurality of tube assemblies
for supplying fuel to said fuel plenum.

2. A fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance with
Claim 1, wherein at least one inlet (312) is defined
in a sidewall (242) of said housing (240), said at least
one  inlet providing flow communication between
said fluid supply chamber (232) and said cooling fluid
plenum (304).

3. A fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance with
Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein each of said plurality of
tube assemblies (202) further comprises an impinge-
ment plate (330) positioned within said cooling fluid
plenum (304) and comprising a plurality of impinge-
ment holes (332) defined therein.

4. A fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance with
Claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein said endcap assembly (150)
comprises an end plate (160), and wherein said aft
plate (236) forms a portion of said end plate.

5. A fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance with
any preceding Claim, wherein each of said plurality
of tubes (204) comprises an outlet (506) defined in
said aft plate (236), said at least one aperture (316)
comprises a cooling fluid passage (610) adjacent
said outlet to facilitate at least one of cooling and
maintaining a temperature of said outlet.

6. A fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance with
Claim 5, wherein a plurality of vanes (700) extend
through said cooling fluid passage (610) between an
outer wall (604) of said tube (204) and a wall (616)
of said aft plate (236), wherein each of said plurality
of vanes has at least one of an angled and a helical
shape.

7. A fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance with
Claim 1, wherein said fuel injection assembly further
comprises a cooling fluid supply conduit (404) con-
figured to channel cooling fluid into said cooling fluid
plenum (304).

8. A fuel injection (126) assembly in accordance with
any preceding Claim, wherein each of said plurality
of tubes (204) comprises at least one inlet (310) pro-
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viding flow communication between said tube and
said fuel plenum (302).

9. A combustor assembly for use with a turbine engine,
said combustor assembly comprising:

a combustion chamber (234); and
a fuel injection assembly (126) in accordance
with any preceding Claim, positioned with said
combustion chamber.

10. A combustor assembly in accordance with Claim 9,
further comprising an impingement plate (330) posi-
tioned within said cooling fluid plenum and compris-
ing a plurality of impingement holes (332) defined
therein.

11. A combustor assembly in accordance with Claim 9
or Claim 10, wherein said aft plate (236) forms a
portion of an end plate (160) that couples said plu-
rality of tube assemblies to one another.

12. A combustor assembly in accordance with Claim 9,
10 or 11, wherein said outlet extends outward a dis-
tance beyond said plate.

13. A method for assembling a fuel injection assembly
for use with a turbine engine, said method compris-
ing:

providing an end cover (140) and an endcap as-
sembly (150) downstream from the end cover,
a fluid supply chamber (232) extending between
the end cover and the endcap assembly;
coupling a plurality of tube assemblies (202) at
the endcap assembly, wherein each of the plu-
rality of tube assemblies includes a housing hav-
ing a fuel plenum (302) and a cooling fluid ple-
num (304) defined therein, the cooling fluid ple-
num downstream from the fuel plenum and sep-
arated therefrom by an intermediate wall, a plu-
rality of tubes (204) extending through the hous-
ing, each of the plurality of tubes in flow com-
munication with the fluid supply chamber and a
combustion chamber (234) downstream from
the tube assembly, and an aft plate (236) at a
downstream end of the cooling fluid plenum, the
aft plate including at least one aperture defined
therethrough to facilitate mixing fluids from the
cooling fluid plenum and the plurality of tubes
and at least one of cooling and maintaining a
temperature of the aft plate; and
coupling at least one fuel delivery pipe (208) to
at least one of the plurality of tube assemblies
to deliver fuel to the fuel plenum.

14. A system comprising:

a turbine engine (100) comprising:

an intake section (112);
a compressor section (114) coupled down-
stream from said intake section;
a combustor section (116) coupled down-
stream from said compressor section;
a turbine section (118) coupled downstream
from said combustor section; and
an exhaust section (120) coupled down-
stream from said turbine section, wherein
said combustor section comprises:

a combustion chamber (234); and
a fuel injection assembly (126) posi-
tioned with said combustion chamber,
said fuel injection assembly compris-
ing:

an end cover (140);
an endcap assembly (150) down-
stream from said end cover;
a fluid supply chamber (232) ex-
tending from said end cover to said
endcap assembly;
a plurality of tube assemblies (202)
positioned at said endcap assem-
bly, each of said plurality of tube
assemblies comprising:

a housing (240) having a fuel
plenum (302) and a cooling flu-
id plenum (304) defined there-
in, said cooling fluid plenum
downstream from said fuel
plenum and separated there-
from by an intermediate wall
(306);
a plurality of tubes (204) ex-
tending through said housing,
each of said plurality of tubes
in flow communication with
said fluid supply chamber and
a combustion chamber (234)
downstream from said tube
assembly; and
an aft plate (236) at a down-
stream end of said cooling fluid
plenum, said aft plate compris-
ing at least one aperture (316)
defined therethrough to facili-
tate mixing fluids from said
cooling fluid plenum and said
plurality of tubes and at least
one of cooling and maintaining
a temperature of said aft plate;
and
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at least one fuel delivery pipe (208) cou-
pled to at least one of said plurality of
tube assemblies for supplying fuel to
said fuel plenum.

15. A combustor assembly (116) in accordance with
Claim 14 wherein at least one inlet (312) is defined
in a sidewall (242) of said housing (240), said at least
one inlet providing flow communication between said
fluid supply chamber (232) and said cooling fluid ple-
num (304).
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